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06-22-2012, 11:52 AM

Re: Weedman woes.

I cancelled them 2 seasons ago but they still send me the we want 

you back letters etc. We now use http://www.frechettelawncare.com/

and have been very happy with them. They are mostly in GTA east 

and are not a national franchise operation.

Good luck with these folks, I cancelled them because they "included" 

weed picking in their offer but never did much of it, plus they were 

always up-selling treatments. $800 later I had enough.
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East York
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06-22-2012, 12:36 PM

Re: Weedman woes.

Registered letter went out today to the Hamilton office, who handles 

my area. Also called (and recorded) to confirm my cancellation 

request. Super-sunshine "how can I amaze you" girl turned into a 

****ing twat when I told her my reason for calling.

Letter basically said cancel immediately, account is paid in full, will 

not pay any future invoices blah, blah, blah. Now I'm actually hoping 

these scumbags continue to treat my lawn...
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Can't we settle this over a pint?
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06-22-2012, 01:46 PM

Re: Weedman woes.

Dude...I know exactly how you feel! I leave that type of stuff to my 

wife who has a lot more patience then I do.

#23

Join Date:

Posts:

Sep 2009

45 Originally Posted by DJM

Does anyone know how to stop these ****ers from calling and 
charging me? I entered a contract with them last spring but by 
the fall wasn't happy with the non-results. I called their 1-888 
number and cancelled the contract. I asked for a cancellation 
number but the girl said "we don't have those but it's on your 
file". I got so many sales calls after that I had to block their 
phone number. 

This spring I find a pesticide sign on the lawn and a bill in my 
mailbox from them so I call and remind them that I cancelled the 
contract. They tell me they'll cancel the contract again but I still 
have to pay the bill or it gets sent to collections and goes on my 
credit report. 

I find a pesticide sign and 2 more bills in my mailbox today. Now 
I'm ****ing seething. I call again and get the same bs. It's on 
your file but you still have to pay. I had to hand the phone to my 
wife before I lost it. I really think I'm going to get another bill 
shortly. 

How the **** do I deal with these clowns? I can't even find a 
head office address on their website.

PS.
About 10 minutes after I get off the phone some guy from 
National whatever-the-**** rings my doorbell and wants to 
inspect my water heater for code compliance and see if I need a 
new one. It took every ounce of control I could muster not to set 
the dog on him...
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Re: Weedman woes.

I used to get 5 calls a day from weedman, and yesterday just had one 

of those gas guys try to push his way into my house.

I got the calls to stop and the gas guy to leave quickly after i said, " 

your the reason why people get chopped up and sent across Canada"
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Join Date:

Location:
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Jun 2008

Fergus
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2005 Kawasaki ZX636 *Awesome-O*

2002 Gsx-R 600 track bike w/750 goodies *Angry bird*

2000 Gsx-R Alstare. *Star* SOLD

2007 Honda Civic Si *Brooke*

2006 Volkswagen Jetta TDi *no name yet*
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I am still learning - Michelangelo
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Re: Weedman woes.

you push into my house and i'm reaching for my shotgun....enough 

said.
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Toronto (E.dot)
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99 Honda VTR1000F Firestorm
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Yesterday, 07:43 PM

Re: Weedman woes.

Likely not a real solution and too late now. 

Maybe after the first time take them to small claims court. You 

decided to cancel there service to have a natural lawn but they keep 

coming by and spraying chemicals. Now you want you top soil 

replaced.
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Kingsway
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Yesterday, 09:51 PM

Re: Weedman woes.

OMFG. They called tonight after dinner. They told me my lawn 

technician has informed them that I have a major grub infestation...

I have to laugh or I'll ****ing go postal...
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Can't we settle this over a pint?
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Re: Weedman woes.

I vote for goin' postal 

Join Date:

Location:

Posts:

Mar 2006

Etobicoke

2,748

Originally Posted by DJM

OMFG. They called tonight after dinner. They told me my lawn 
technician has informed them that I have a major grub 
infestation...

I have to laugh or I'll ****ing go postal...

Unofficial GTAM chat! Click for the info 

http://www.gtamotorcycle.com/vbforum...ad.php?t=91578

Like many active sports, shooting has the potential to cause personal 

injury.

"Going to Google 11b right now because I have no clue what you guys are 

talking about........ but it sounds good!" [Pegassus after offering ticket-fighting 

advice ]

"The proper wave to an e-biker is to raise your beer." [credit:'Baggsy@GTAM]
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